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Families Outside Conference Report 
 
 
On 18 November 2009, Families Outside hosted its national conference at the University of 
Stirling Management Centre.  The conference, chaired by Lord Cullen of Whitekirk KT, hosted 
approximately 170 delegates as well as speakers from throughout the UK and internationally.   
This included people from a broad range of interests including families, practitioners, and 
managers from the fields of criminal justice, social work, health, education, and the arts. 
 
The conference deliberately looked outside of Scotland where possible to ensure that 
delegates heard perspectives they had not come across previously, but also examined new 
developments and progress within Scotland. 
 
Feedback from the day was exceptionally positive based on the feedback forms as well as 
verbal and written comments we received subsequently.  Below is a link to the summary of 
the feedback forms: 
 

  Conference Feedback 
 
Other comments we received included the following: 
 

Can I just thank you and your team for a really inspiring and thought-provoking day 
yesterday. Artlink Central are so pleased to have been able to be involved on the day 
and really appreciate the opportunity to promote and share our work. The sessions 
were diverse and really struck chords throughout the day. It must have been a 
tremendous amount of work, but was one of the best conferences I have ever 
attended. The speakers were all engaging and brought a huge amount of 
knowledge and ideas to the attendees. Thanks for having us, it was a privilege. I 
even have possibly developed some new project ideas out of it and it was brilliant to 
hear other practice using the arts both with prisoners and their families. 
 
I would like to thank you for the conference yesterday.  I enjoyed the day and found 
it very interesting.  I have brought my pack back to work and will be sharing the 
information with my colleagues. 
 
From my vantage point, the conference exceeded participants’ expectations and 
was quite stimulating. It was a privilege to be there. Scotland as a whole, is 
trailblazing with respect to families. You have much to be proud of. I look forward 
to instalments of your progress - your work will certainly be a part of my next 
chapter.  
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The purpose of this conference report is to give those of you who were unable to attend an 
insight into the content and to give those of you who were there a reminder of the day.  We 
have attached links to all of the notes and presentations from plenary speakers and 
workshops where available along with notes of Question & Answer sessions. 
 
A number of exhibits from Artlink Central and from HMP Shotts were on display at the 
conference venue, and slides of their work played on a screen in the main conference room 
as delegates walked in.  The art studio at HMP Shotts hosts an annual exhibit in which 
prisoners can invite their families in to see their work, which is one of many ways families can 
become more involved with the lives of their family member in prison.   
 
Introduction 
Lord Cullen introduced the day by explaining the format, namely that the structure of the 
day took delegates through each stage of the process that families experience when 
someone goes to prison, from arrest through to release and resettlement.  Each section of 
the day was introduced with a brief audio clip from a family member, talking about that 
particular aspect of their experience.  These audio clips are available here: 
 

  Audio 1 – Arrest    Audio 2 – Court    Audio 3 – Prison & Release 
 
 
Notes from his introduction are as follows: 
 

Families Outside works to support families affected by imprisonment.  For 
families, however, prison is just part of the experience.  The wider effects of 
imprisonment can include dealing with substance misuse or chaotic lives before 
the arrest; the trauma of the arrest; the fear and uncertainty of court; the shock 
of the sentence; preparation for release; and worries about how to keep 
someone out of trouble after release.  This is above and beyond the difficulties of 
the imprisonment itself: how will they get to the prison?  How often can they see 
him?  Who will take care of her children?  Is he getting his medication?  How long 
can they afford to stay in the house?  Their son has stopped going to school; what 
can she do?  How much longer will the neighbours target them? 
 
Throughout his time as a judge, Lord Cullen said the issue of the impact of 
imprisonment on the families was rarely raised in court. 
 
Every stage has its own challenges – but equally every stage offers opportunities 
to support families and to keep them informed.  Families themselves are best 
placed to know the type of support they need and want, but they do not always 
have the information to know how to get this.  Today is a day to examine these 
challenges, to learn about practice elsewhere, and to develop our own practice 
accordingly.  It is a day to learn and to contribute, but most importantly to listen.  
We close the day where it started: with a focus on families – their needs, their 
experiences, and their knowledge to inform us about what is best for them.   
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Arrest 
Speaker Bridgett Ortega of Building Better Bridges, California missed her flight from the US 
and was consequently unable to attend.  Nancy Loucks, Chief Executive of Families Outside, 
gave the talk on her behalf: 
 

  Impact on families at the point of arrest   
Bridgett Ortega, Building Better Bridges (USA) 
 
Court 
Margaret Vallance from the Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service in London gave a 
presentation on their work, focusing on the support and information they offer to families in 
14 courts.  Their work was particularly important for the conference, as Families Outside has 
just started a pilot court support and information project at Edinburgh Sheriff Court 
following assistance from the Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service and from Victim 
Support Scotland: 
 

  Support for families in courts   
Margaret Vallance, Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service  
 
Tam Baillie, the new Scottish Commissioner for Children and Young People, then spoke 
about the Commission’s recommendation to have Child Impact Statements in court.  This 
recommendation came from their report in 2008 on children of prisoners, entitled Not Seen, 
Not Heard, Not Guilty.   
 
Research consultant Tânia Loureiro followed this with information about her work for 
Families Outside on research that came out of this recommendation, namely looking at the 
use and implications of child and family impact statements in court: 
 

  Child Impact Statements   Child & Family Impact Statements in Court   
Tam Baillie, SCCYP    Tânia Loureiro, Families Outside 
 
The morning plenary finished with questions and discussion.  The notes from this are 
available here: 
 

  Morning Question & Answer Session 
 
Prisons (workshops) 
The conference then broke into workshops, which focused on the ‘prison’ stage following 
arrest and court.  Speakers’ notes and PowerPoints are attached where available, and notes 
taken during the sessions are available for each. 
 
1) First Night in Custody – John Naismith, Links Centre Manager at HMP Barlinnie, 

presented the support for families and prisoners upon arrival in custody at Barlinnie 
as an example of practice. 

  Workshop 1 – notes 
 
2) Scottish Prison Service Strategic Objectives for Children and Families –Tom Mc 

Murchie, SPS National Offender Services Manager, led discussion of the new Strategic 
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Objectives and Guidance, why these were deemed necessary, what the potential 
pitfalls are, and examples of practice. 

  Workshop 2 – notes 

  Workshop 2 – presentation 
 
3) Family Contact Officers & Chaplains - This workshop arose from queries about why 

designated family contact staff were necessary when prison chaplains tended to take 
on that role.  Donald Scott, chaplain and HMYOI Polmont, and Annette Dryburgh, FCO 
Manager at HMP & YOI Cornton Vale, discuss their varying roles and how these 
complement and support rather than duplicate each other.   

 Workshop 3 – notes 

  Workshop 3(a) – presentation 

  Workshop 3(b) – presentation  
 
4) Prison Visitors’ Centres – Patricia Somerset from the Prison Advice and Care Trust 

(pact) gave examples of practice outside Scotland.  This workshop looked at delivery 
of support to families in a range of physical settings, from purpose-built facilities to 
portakabins, emphasising that the key factor in prison visitors’ centres is the focus on 
families’ needs and the quality of support rather than the physical facilities.  

 

  Workshop 4 – notes  
 
5) Peer Support – Lisa Finlayson and Sarah Anderson came from peer support group 

SNFAD – the Scottish Network for Families Affected by Drugs – to talk about how can 
families help each other and how this works in practice. 

  Workshop 5 – notes 
 
6) Relationships from a distance – Ross McCulloch and Mark Stalker, from Parenting 

Across Scotland based in Lanarkshire, discussed means of supporting parenting and 
relationships during custody. 

  Workshop 6 – notes 
 
7) Opportunities for engagement – Sheena Johnstone, a Criminal Justice Social Worker 

based at HMP Edinburgh, spoke about the benefits of involving families in case 
conferences and about how to encourage this. 

    Workshop 7 – notes 
 
8) Through the back door - Isabel McCue and Doris Williamson from Theatre Nemo 

spoke about alternative means of encouraging involvement from families, for 
example using theatre to help children express their feelings about a parent’s 
imprisonment. 

  Workshop 8 – notes 
 
9) Getting it right?  - Donny Scott, Children & Families Social Worker for Edinburgh 

Council, spoke about using Scottish Government policy (GIRFEC, or Getting it Right 
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for Every Child) to identify and support children and families affected by 
imprisonment. 

  Workshop 9 – notes 

  Workshop 9 – presentation  
 
10) Playwork in Prison – Debbie Campbell from the Ormiston Trust in England spoke 

about the importance and impact of playwork for children visiting prisons, how 
support can be delivered, and examples of practice. 

  Workshop 10 – notes 
 
Release and resettlement 
The final part of the day focused on what happens to families after release.  The entire 
conference emphasised that, for them, prison is only part of the experience.  Carol Shapiro, 
Founder and President of Family Justice in the US, introduced this final part of the day with a 
description of the work Family Justice does; its family-focused approach to provision of 
support and measurement of effectiveness (rather than focusing on an individual or on the 
offender); and a community-based support model they used in New York called La Bodega 
de la Familia. 
 

  The Bodega Model 
Carol Shapiro, Founder & President, Family Justice (USA) 
 
This talk and the family session that followed, received the most positive feedback from the 
day.  Families Outside will consequently be hosting a full-day follow-up event with Carol 
Shapiro in May 2010.  Details on this will be available in due course. 
 
The conference closed by hearing directly from families themselves.  Five family members 
very kindly agreed to take part in an ‘armchair’ discussion, which Nancy Loucks chaired in 
Bridgett Ortega’s absence.  Notes of this panel session and the discussion that followed are 
available here: 
 

  Panel Session – Discussion and Q&A 
 
Conclusions 
The conference started at the beginning of a family’s journey - arrest - and followed the 
criminal justice process through court, prison, and release.  Every stage clearly presented its 
own challenges, and every stage showed the importance not only of identifying the needs of 
families but of addressing them through information, support and direct involvement in the 
processes and decisions that affect them.  Families play a key role at every stage and are 
often crucial to the prevention of further offending. 
 
Thanks to everyone who attended the conference, whether as delegates or presenters.  We 
hope you will find our future events equally rewarding.  Please feel free to direct any queries 
or requests for further information to us here at Families Outside. 
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